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t has long been understood that deposit guarantees and too-big-to-fail (TBTF) policies create a moralhazard problem—they incentivize banks to take on too much risk by shielding depositors and shareholders
from losses in excess of equity (“left-tail” outcomes)—in American banking.1 Congress passed the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act (FDICIA) in 1991 to mitigate the moral-hazard problem by
restricting forbearance and implicit subsidies for undercapitalized banks. But the mandates of the act (particularly early intervention to reorganize undercapitalized banks) were ignored when they might have made
a difference just before and during the recent financial crisis. Common recommendations for mitigating
moral hazard would have the FDIC adopt the techniques that private insurance companies use (deductibles,
coinsurance, lower effective limits on coverage), but these have not been adopted, in part because (as seen
in the British case of Northern Rock) they can give ordinary depositors reasons to rapidly withdraw money
from suspect banks (the dreaded “run on banks”).

This chapter considers a different method
for mitigating moral hazard: extended liability for bank shareholders. This reform does
not put additional legal restrictions on bank
activities, but reduces banks’ incentives for
taking excessive risks by at least partially neutralizing current safety-net subsidies to risktaking. It shifts the risk of left-tail events from
deposit-guarantee agencies to equity-holders
as a means for reducing the moral hazard that
promotes inefficient risk-taking. Given that
the root of the current incentive distortion
lies in deposit and TBTF guarantees, a more
straightforward approach would be simply
to remove the guarantees, shifting risk from
guarantee agencies to depositors and giving

them more incentive to monitor and reward
safe banking. Portfolio, activity, and capital
restrictions might also then be removed, and
liability arrangements allowed to be freely
chosen by banks.2
While such a move might be first-best, the
authors of this chapter take for granted that the
guarantees will not be removed. The question
to be addressed is whether adding extended liability would be an improvement over today’s
status quo. Assuming that deposit guarantees
remain in place, the potential gain from introducing extended liability is not as a substitute
for deposit guarantees, but as a cost-effective
way of reducing moral-hazard distortions. In
putting this case on the table, the argument
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presented in this chapter supports other sug- today provides private banking and other figestions made in recent years for the (re-)in- nancial services while retaining unlimited litroduction of extended liability into banking.3
ability for its general partners.4
In a banking system without deposit guarEXTENDED LIABILITY:
antees, bank shareholders might voluntarily
AN OVERVIEW
adopt extended liability to provide solvency
Under today’s standard arrangement of assurance to depositors and other creditors.
single liability, when a bank (or any corpora- By standing more fully behind its debts, the
tion) is declared insolvent and closed down bank reduces default risk to depositors and
with negative net worth, the value of shares thereby can attract deposits at lower interest
goes to zero, but shareholders have no obliga- rates. A note-issuing bank can likewise attract
tion to repay the remaining debts to creditors. a larger note-holding clientele. In the presUnder extended liability—an arrangement ence of deposit guarantees—especially absent
common in banking history—shareholders deductible, coinsurance, and coverage limdo have an obligation to repay. Sharehold- its—this motive disappears. If the bank does
ers are called upon to cover (in proportion to not repay, the deposit guarantee agency will.
their shareholdings) some or all of the unpaid Riskier banks no longer have to pay higher
debts. Under double liability, the holder of rates to attract deposits (below the insured
a share with a $100 face value may be called limit). This is the core of the moral-hazard
on to chip in up to $100 more; under triple li- problem already mentioned.
ability, up to $200. Under unlimited liability,
shareholders are obliged to cover the entire EXTENDED LIABILITY:
amount of unpaid debt. Their liability can be EXPERIENCES IN THE
joint and several, as it was in the U.K. (if some UNITED STATES
shareholders go bankrupt before paying in
The American colonies under British rule,
full, their unmet burdens fall to the others), or and after independence the 13 state governpro rata as in California (each is liable only for ments, inherited the English legal system unhis initial share of the unpaid debt). For clar- der which a bank (or any other business firm)
ity, note that single, double, and triple liabil- seeking incorporation had to go to the legislaity are all forms of limited liability, but double ture for a special chartering act. Such charters
and triple are extended by comparison to sin- routinely limited the shareholders’ liability
gle liability. Unlimited liability is the limiting for the corporation’s debts to the par value
case of extended liability.
of their shares, a system of single liability. In
The same degree of shareholder liability 1837, the chartering rules began to change as a
need not apply to all bank debts. Some his- few, and then an increasing number of, states
torical banks’ shareholders have retained adopted “free-banking” laws under which
unlimited liability for banknotes, and single any applicant who agreed to standardized
liability for deposits. All bank shares need terms could obtain a bank charter. The charnot carry the same degree of exposure: Non- ter terms varied from state to state, but some
voting shares might have single liability, while states required bank shareholders to accept
voting shares have extended liability. Finally, extended liability, including double, triple,
where banks are free to choose the division of and even unlimited liability. In a few states, a
default risk between shareholders and credi- bank could choose its own shareholders’ level
tors, all banks need not adopt the same liabili- of liability, a system known as “voluntary lity arrangements. Goldman Sachs retained un- ability.”5 By 1860, more than half the states in
limited shareholder liability until 1999, long the U.S. had free-banking laws.6
after other investment banks had switched
The National Banking Acts passed during
to single liability. Brown Brothers Harriman the Civil War created federal charters with
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under extended liability, though they were no
longer required by law. These arrangements,
however, meant little. The FDIC Act includes
a provision stating that upon paying for insured deposits of a failed member bank, the
FDIC waives any and all claims on shareholders if such claims arise from state laws.

EXTENDED LIABILITY:
PERFORMANCE IN THE U.S.

There are a variety of ways to measure
the riskiness of a banking system, including
the rate of bank failures, asset volatility, the
composition of banks’ asset portfolios, equity ratios, and losses to depositors. Empirical studies from the era of extended liability
banking are necessarily non-exhaustive for
lack of data, but do suggest that extended liability reduced bank risk-taking in contrast to
single-liability systems. One recent study of
U.S. bank failures from 1892 to 1930 finds that
extended liability reduced the risk of bank
failures.14 A separate of investigation of the 27
California banks that switched from unlimited liability to double liability between 1909
and 1915 finds
that banks subject to stricter liability
rules have lower [on-balance-sheet] equity and asset volatility, hold a lower
proportion of risky assets, and are less
likely to increase their investment in
risky assets when their net worth declines, consistent with the hypothesis
that stricter liability discourages commercial bank risktaking.15



double liability, and extended liability was
common in the U.S. before federal deposit
guarantees arrived in 1933. Many states imposed double or greater liability as a feature
of their bank charters. All federal charters, offered after 1863 under the National Banking
system, specified double liability.7 Overall,
the number of chartering authorities requiring double liability rose from fewer than 10
states in 1851, to the federal government plus
18 states in 1875, to federal plus 34 states in
1930.8 As a result, in the early 20th century,
the U.S. had two classes of banks: (1) federally
chartered National Banks, subject to double
liability, and (2) state-chartered banks that
operated under various liability rules. Ten
states had single liability, Colorado had triple
liability, California had unlimited liability,
and most other states had double liability.9
Between the Civil War and the Great Depression, most depositors and all noteholders
were cushioned from losses in bank failures
by shareholders who absorbed some risk beyond the value of their shares.10 Cross-sectional studies indicate that extended liability made banks safer for depositors, inducing
banks to hold more liquidity and safer assets.11
Nonetheless, this set of arrangements, having
taken nearly a century to evolve, was reversed
in less than a decade.
Having apparently proven ineffective at
protecting depositors from the huge banking losses of the early Great Depression, extended liability was considered redundant to
the creation of federal deposit insurance. In
1933, Congress “amended the National Bank
Act and the Federal Reserve Act to remove
double liability from national bank shares issued after June 16, 1933.”12 In 1935, Congress
passed an amendment allowing National
Banks to terminate double liability after July
1, 1937, on all shares regardless of when they
were issued. State governments followed the
federal government, and similarly removed
requirements for extended liability. By the
end of World War II, 31 states had done so.13
In 1956, Arizona became the last state to do
so. A handful of banks continued to operate

Similarly, an empirical study of U.S. banking in the New Deal era finds that in “states
with contingent liability, banks used less leverage and converted each dollar of capital
into fewer loans, and thus could survive larger loan losses (as a fraction of their portfolio)
than banks in limited liability states.”16
Two studies examine voluntary versus
involuntary liquidations of banks in the U.S.
from 1865 to 1933.17 By closing an unprofitable
bank voluntarily, shareholders with extended
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liability avoid wealth depletion from future
negative profits. They do not face the same
incentive to “gamble for resurrection” that
shareholders face under single liability, an incentive that grows as net worth approaches
zero (and a fortiori as it declines below zero,
the “zombie bank” problem). Consequently,
the ratio of voluntary to involuntary liquidation would be greater in a system with extended liability, a finding reported in both studies.18
The evidence in these studies is not conclusive,
however, because it is difficult to compare the
pre-Depression system to the post-Depression
system. With federal deposit insurance and
other regulatory interventions, fewer banks
closed either voluntarily or involuntarily.
Nonetheless, the above findings do indicate
that voluntary closures were relatively common under extended liability, limiting depositor losses and thereby avoiding possible negative spillovers to the rest of the system.19
In the United States, from 1865 to 1934, the
“average annual loss to depositors of failed national banks was a mere forty-four cents per
thousand dollars of deposits.”20 The losses
were much greater during the Great Depression, ranging from 50 cents to more than two
dollars per hundred dollars of deposits (losses
borne by depositors of suspended banks average around 20 percent for 1930 to 1933).21 Of
course, whether the pre-Depression era or
the Great Depression itself is a better picture
of the extended liability system is a difficult
question. On the one hand, the Great Depression was an extraordinary period when many
arrangements failed, and does not therefore
reflect on the extended liability system. On
the other hand, the question remains as to
why extended liability did not prevent largescale banking collapses during the Great Depression.22 While the evidence suggests that
extended liability can help to produce more
prudent behavior on the part of banks, it also
suggests that extended liability cannot prevent shocks that originate outside the banking system, nor can it eliminate the mechanism through which the shocks propagate
through the economy. In other words, what
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the extended liability can do is reduce the
likelihood of shocks that arise from unwise
behavior by banks in the management of reserves and the risk-profile of their assets.

EXTENDED-LIABILITY
DRAWBACKS: EVIDENCE FROM
THE U.K. AND IRELAND

The incentive-aligning features of extended-liability banking, noted above, call into
question the desirability of mandatory single
liability for banking, and perhaps for financial intermediaries more generally. Extended liability has its own potential drawbacks,
however. The same incentive-alignment
mechanisms that reduce moral hazard under
extended liability might, on other margins,
incentivize socially costly behavior. Extended
liability might conflict in important ways with
preferable contractual arrangements.
For instance, a long-standing concern is that
extended liability for bank shares would mean
significantly higher transaction costs and therefore reduced liquidity for such shares, by comparison with single-liability shares. With joint
and several liability, any given shareholder’s
expected cost of being called upon to repay depositors and other debt-holders in the event of
the bank’s insolvency depends on the wealth of
other shareholders: The smaller the amount
that other shareholders can chip in before going personally bankrupt, the greater the amount
that wealthier shareholders will have to pay. For
a shareholder to appraise the expected cost accurately requires costly monitoring of the lossabsorbing capacity of other shareholders.23
The hypothesis of significantly higher
transaction costs implies less trading and
lower prices (an illiquidity premium) for
bank shares with extended liability, but these
implications find little support in regimechange “natural experiments” that have been
studied. For instance, one study examined
the effects of the Ulster Banking Company’s
conversion from unlimited to limited liability in 1883 after new legislation required all
banks to convert.24 Contrary to the expectation that conversion to limited liability would
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a conclusion supported by both time-series
studies of the U.K. experience and cross-sectional studies of the U.S. experience.30

CONCLUSION

Single liability combined with federal deposit guarantees (FDIC and TBTF) makes
shareholders indifferent to the left-hand
tail of the probability distribution over asset
losses. Once net worth reaches zero, single-liability shareholders are wiped out, and it does
not matter to them how much farther below
zero net worth goes. This creates the moral
hazard of incentivizing high-risk “gamble
for resurrection” strategies by “zombie” (and
near-zombie) institutions. Put differently, the
shareholders no longer bear the full downside
of the risks that the bank takes, and the vast
majority of creditors (depositors) are guaranteed by the government. In a TBTF bank even
the legally uninsured creditors are covered, so
the downside risk is externalized to taxpayers.
As a result, the shareholders and the managements of banks under single liability, when
backed by government insurance, have too little incentive to act prudently (from the point
of view of taxpayers), especially as net worth
approaches zero. Extended liability mitigates
the problem (unlimited liability nearly eliminates it) by giving shareholders something to
lose from a gambling strategy even when the
bank’s visible net worth is zero.
The incentive-aligning effects of extended
liability have the potential to reduce moral
hazard and thereby the inefficiency of excessively risky bank portfolios and the frequency
of (and damage done by) large bank failures.
Short of eradicating moral hazard by removing all guarantees and restrictions from the
banking system, the more limited change of
imposing extended liability on shareholders
in banks with guaranteed deposits could be a
move in the right direction.31
Extended liability is an institutional approach to financial stability rather than government-implemented regulatory policies
aimed at preventing financial instability from
instigating crises. By changing the underlying
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give shares significantly greater liquidity, the
study reports that “the move to limited liability does not appear to result in any apparent
increase in market activity. If anything, the
upward trend in market activity slows somewhat just after the conversion to limited liability.”25 Other research that examined nine
separate unlimited-liability banks before and
after they were compelled to convert to limited liability finds similar conclusions.26 The
study presents evidence that extended liability substantially reduced share-transfer costs,
and suggests “that the stock of limited banks
was no more liquid than that of unlimited
banks, and that stock did not become more
liquid after banks limited their liability.”27
A second long-standing concern is that
wealthy individuals will avoid owning bank
shares with unlimited liability in order to
avoid the risk of being disproportionately
called to repay an insolvent bank’s debts. This
concern is sometimes referred to as the Bagehot hypothesis, after Walter Bagehot’s statement that “every person joining a bank shall
be liable for every sixpence contained in it, to
his last acre and shilling. The consequence is,
that persons who join banks have very commonly but few acres and few shillings.”28 Lowwealth shareholders will predominate. If
wealthy investors are less eager to own bank
shares (at any given rate of return), bank capital will be more costly to raise, and the banking system will be less well capitalized.
The Bagehot hypothesis has been tested
using data from the U.K. in the 19th century,
when shares of both limited and extended liability banks were traded. Overall, Bagehot’s
hypothesis—shareholders without sufficient
wealth to repay a bank’s residual debts in the
event of insolvency would predominate, so
that de jure extended liability would amount
de facto to single liability—is not borne out by
the balance of historical experience. Put differently, the effects of extended liability were not
(in the U.K. experience) commonly undone by
trading of shares to impecunious holders.29 In
general, the detrimental effects of extended-liability regimes for banking appear to be minor,
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rules governing bank structure, the desired
result—preventing crises—is achieved by
aligning information and incentives that
banks confront, which are a product of underlying institutions, with those that are conducive to social welfare. Financial instability is
not something that “just happens,” as is assumed by much of the macroprudential literature. Instead, financial instability is a result

of a particular framework of rules that incentivizes banks to behave irresponsibly. Rather
than taking on the significant information
and incentive burdens associated with government regulatory solutions to financial instability, extended liability incentivizes banks
to discover and undertake voluntarily the
sort of practices that promote bank and system stability.
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Retaining deposit insurance while introducing extended liability primarily improves financial outcomes by operating on bank
shareholders’ incentives. With this adjustment at the margin, depositors are still protected—thus assuaging the distributional
concerns associated with financial instability—while incentivizing banks to behave in a manner more conducive to the health of
the financial system as a whole. Of course, there is no need to couple deposit insurance with extended liability in the abstract;
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in fact, removing deposit insurance, at the margin, would incentivize depositors to monitor banks more closely. Nonetheless we
contend, purely focusing on banks’ current asymmetric incentives for risk, that the introduction of extended liability would still be
an improvement.
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